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Twitter Background Action Scripts PERSONAL USE RIGHTS ONLY! Are you tired of seeing all those

generated backgrounds? Afraid to pay those high prices for custom Backgrounds? Well don't pay those

high prices because now.... "You Can Design Your Own Twitter Background Without The High Cost of

Paying A Graphic Designer" If you're new to twitter or if you're a seasoned "tweeter" you may have

noticed that many users have their own custom background. Do you wonder how they got their

background? Or maybe your wondering if you should make your own? The way I look at it is you have

three options: 1. You can use a generated background. There are some pretty decent background

generators out there, but how many users have the same generated background? You can spend a few

minutes looking at different twitter users and I can almost guarantee that you will run across generated

backgrounds. Really who wants to be one of the crowd? It is better to stand out from the crowd. So this

brings you to your second choice: 2. You can spend a small fortune with a graphic designer. Now there

are some AWESOME graphic designers out there, that can create a background for you but do you really

want to pay upwards of a hundred dollars or more? You can get an awesome design, but wouldn't that be
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money well spent in other ways? Not mention that the designer you choose may have a waiting list, or

just plain overbooked himself. In that case it could take weeks before you see your design. Which brings

me to your third choice: 3. You can use your own Twitter background action script! What?! A Twitter

Background Action Script? Yes! For the first time available anywhere you can get action scripts that will

generate a background for you that you can customize your own twitter background. I created these

specifically for photoshop. With literally push button generation you will have the base that you can create

your own customized background. Why would you want these action scripts? For one, if you get tired of

your background and want a new one you don't have to pay a graphic designer again. You would not

have to generate another overused background. So how does this work? - First load up the action script

in your preset folder. (Don't worry if you don't know where this is I explain it in the tutorial enclosed) -

Then open up Photoshop, go to your actions pallette and click on build and press play - Then you run

your action script - Now that you have ran the action script you can continue to customize your

background. Your design is only limited by your imagination. You may be wondering what all comes with

this package. What is included: 1. One 1024x768 screen resolution action script 2. One 1280x1024 action

script 3. One 1600x1200 action script 4. An installation tutorial for your action scripts along with a

background installation manuscript. I am also going to throw in a pack of 15 background templates with

PLR. These templates come in 3 formats .ONG, PSD, and JPEG. Another bonus I am going to throw in

are 2 social media videos. This pair of social media videos will help you get started with Twitter and

StumbleUpon, two of the hottest social media sites around! Using these sites could potentially drive

hundreds of visitors to your websites or blogs! Get Your Copy Now For Only $5.00!
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